Performance Comparison of a Typical Nonlinear Load Supplied by ac and dc Voltages
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Abstract

This paper presents a performance comparison of a typical nonlinear load when supplied by ac or dc voltages with the same rms value. The performance of the nonlinear load towards its connection to ac and dc power grids is accomplished in terms of the waveforms and efficiency. A simulation model was developed using realistic database models of the power semiconductors comprising the load, and an experimental setup was assembled, so that the efficiency can be determined and compared for simulation and real operating conditions. Three distinct cases were considered for this study: (1) Load supplied by ac voltage; (2) Load supplied by dc voltage; and (3) Load without the input ac-dc converter supplied by dc voltage. The obtained results show that supplying nonlinear loads with dc power grids is advantageous in relation to the ac power grid, and therefore it can be beneficial to adapt nonlinear loads to be powered by dc power grids.
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1. Introduction

Dc power transmission and dc grids have gained attention over the past few years. In the last century, ac power transmission was preferred due to transformers, which allow the changing of voltage and current levels in a reliable and efficient manner. Despite being heavy and bulky, transformers were a more suitable solution than power electronics-based converters towards the advent of power transmission, more than one hundred years ago. However, power electronics has been undergoing a significant development since the second half of the last century. This led to the establishment of the high voltage dc (HVDC) transmission systems, which was not only a research target at that time [1]-[9], but with real applications in the recent years [10]-[17]. In HVDC transmission systems, skin effect and voltage drops due to the conductors’ reactance are inexistent when compared to ac power transmission. Moreover, HVDC power transmission can reduce power transmission losses even further with the appliance of superconductivity [18]-[24].

Besides the advent of HVDC transmission systems, the development of power electronics contributed to the implementation of more efficient and lower power demanding electrical loads. These loads are named nonlinear loads, i.e., the relation between the supplied voltage and the consumed current is not linear. This phenomenon gave rise to the widely known harmonic issues [25]-[29], as well as the respective proposed compensation techniques [30]-[34].

From the power grid point of view, nonlinear loads are comprised by a diode full-bridge ac-dc converter in the input, therefore operating in dc power at the output. In fact, this type of connection is present in the vast majority of domestic appliances, such as computers, televisions, modern refrigerators and modern lighting equipment such as compact fluorescent and light emitting diode (LED) lamps. Accordingly, the operation of nonlinear loads, both from the power grid and from the load point of view, can be improved if the traditional ac voltage supply is
replaced by a dc voltage supply with equivalent rms value. Besides the electrical loads, the paradigm of dc grids is also more suitable than ac grids, which is proved by the dc systems based on photovoltaics, fuel cells and batteries. Dc microgrids are also an attractive asset for future power systems [35]-[36] and can also be used for wind and wave power generation [37]. With the dc approach, the power conversion stages can be reduced and the efficiency can be improved, whereby dc smart homes represent a viable alternative in the near future [38]-[41].

In this context, this paper presents a study about the performance of a typical nonlinear load connected to ac and dc power grids. The differences between the two types of power grids are analyzed in terms of consumed current and, consequently, power. A comparison is also made in terms of efficiency and a third case is considered, aiming to improve the efficiency of the type of nonlinear load under study in dc power grids. The analyses are based on simulation results using realistic database models of the power semiconductors comprising the load, in an initial step, and then based on experimental results obtained with a developed laboratorial setup.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the nonlinear load under analysis; Section 3 presents the developed simulation model and the obtained results in terms of waveforms and efficiency comparison; Section 4 presents the experimental setup and the obtained results, also in terms of waveforms and efficiency comparison; finally, Section 5 finalizes the paper with the conclusions.

## 2. Load Analysis: Electrical Model

This section presents the electrical model of the load under analysis in this paper. As aforementioned, the typical loads used in domestic appliances are nonlinear loads. These loads are mainly comprised by an ac-dc converter, typically a diode full-bridge ac-dc converter with a filter capacitor, which converts the input ac voltage into an unregulated dc voltage. A dc-dc converter is connected downstream the filter capacitor in order to adjust the rectified voltage to the desired value, as well as to minimize its ripple. This load is basically a power supply that can be found in computers, televisions, modern refrigerators and battery chargers, for instance. Figure 1 depicts this type of load, where the aforementioned elements can be seen. The ac-dc converter is comprised by diodes $D_1$ to $D_4$ and contains a filter capacitor ($C_d$) in order to smooth the dc-link voltage ($v_{dc}$) and an input inductive filter ($L_d$) in order to smooth the absorbed grid current ($i_d$). The dc-dc converter ($S_1$, $D_3$, $L_c$ and $C_c$) is a buck converter, whose function is to step-down the dc-link voltage ($v_{dc}$) into a controlled output voltage ($v_o$) with low ripple. Additionally, a resistor is connected in the output ($R_o$) to emulate the power consumption of the load.

## 3. Simulation Model and Results

This section presents the simulation model developed in the software PSIM v9.1 and the subsequent performed analysis for the nonlinear load described in the previous section when fed by ac and dc power. Three different cases are considered: (1) Load supplied by an ac voltage (Figure 2 (a)); (2) Load supplied by a dc voltage (Figure 2 (b)); and (3) Load without the input ac-dc converter supplied by a dc voltage (Figure 2 (c)). Case 1 represents the traditional connection of the considered nonlinear load to an ac power grid. Case 2 represents the same load connected to a dc power grid instead, meaning the case of a traditional nonlinear load connected in a possible dc home that can also be connected in a regular ac power grid. On the other hand, Case 3 represents a possible evolution suffered by the considered type of load, being possible to discard the diode full-bridge ac-dc converter since both the input and the output are dc. However, this type of load can operate only in a dc power grid, whereby this scenario is only feasible when dc smart homes and dc grids would be widespread. Furthermore, Case 3 is more prone to failure, as the input terminals of the load are polarized; an input voltage with a reverse polarity cannot supply the load properly and even can...
Table 1. Simulation model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ac Power Grid Voltage (V_{g,ac})</td>
<td>24 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ac Power Grid Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc Power Grid Voltage (V_{g,dc})</td>
<td>24 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output (V_o)</td>
<td>12 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Impedance (Z_l)</td>
<td>1 mΩ, 50 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Inductor (L_i)</td>
<td>1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc-link Capacitor (C_{dc})</td>
<td>1 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Inductor (L_o)</td>
<td>2 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Capacitor (C_o)</td>
<td>470 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Resistor (R_o)</td>
<td>10 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

destroy the electronic components, while a diode full-bridge ac-dc converter assures a fixed polarity in the dc-link voltage. Nevertheless, this issue can be solved by adopting a polarized plug for this type of load, assuring that it is only connected in one possible way.

The parameters considered in the simulation model for the ac and dc power grids and the loads are listed in Table 1. It should be mentioned that the value of 24 V used in the ac power grid refers to the secondary side of a 230 V/24 V transformer, typically included in this type of loads, whereby the transformer is excluded from the analysis in order to compare the same load being supplied with ac and dc power.

In order to perform an efficiency evaluation for the three cases, realistic database models of diodes and MOSFETs were used. The diodes used in both ac-dc and dc-dc converters are ST Microelectronics STTA206S (600 V, 8 A), and the MOSFET used in the dc-dc converter is International Rectifier IRF1010EZ (60 V, 75 A) switched at 20 kHz. It should be referred that the focus of analysis is the efficiency comparison between the cases and not the efficiency values per se.

3.1. Waveform Comparison

This section compares the waveforms of the main voltage and current quantities of the system comprised by the power grid and the load. In this analysis, only Cases 1 and 2 are scrutinized so that a comparison of ac and dc voltage supply with the same rms value for the same connected load is performed.

The waveforms of the current consumed by the nonlinear load from the power grid point of view can be seen in Figure 3, where $i_{g,ac}$ relates to the ac power grid and $i_{g,dc}$ to the dc power grid. As expected, the input current of this type of load presents a distorted waveform when supplied by ac voltage, while presenting a constant value when supplied by dc voltage. Besides the difference in the waveforms, the current rms values also differ for the same rms supply voltage, being 1.1 A and 0.75 A for ac and dc voltage, respectively. This can be explained by the consumption of reactive power in the ac case, which in dc does not exist.

Besides the differences in the grid current, the connection of this type of load to ac or dc power grids also results in differences in the dc-link voltage, i.e., the voltage rectified by the diode full-bridge ac-dc converter and the input voltage of the buck dc-dc converter. Figure 4 shows the waveforms of the dc-link voltage for the same load when supplied by an ac power grid ($V_{dc,ac}$) and when supplied by a dc power grid ($V_{dc,dc}$). As expected, the dc-link voltage in Case 1 exhibits a double grid frequency ripple (100 Hz) resultant from the ac-dc power conversion, while the ripple in Case 2 is negligible.

Besides, the average value of the dc-link voltage is higher in the Case 1 (29.5 V) because the 24 V rms sinusoidal voltage has a peak value of 34 V. Nevertheless, in Case 2 occurs a voltage drop in the load input inductor ($L_i$), which is inexistent in dc. The average value of the dc-link voltage in the Case 2 is 20.9 V, with the diodes voltage drops being the main source of voltage decrease with respect to the power grid voltage.

Figure 5 shows the waveforms of the output voltage of the load for Case 1 ($v_{o,ac}$) and Case 2 ($v_{o,dc}$). The buck dc-dc converter is responsible for the synthetization of this voltage, in both cases controlling its value to 12 V. Although the ripple is small in both cases, it is even smaller in Case 2, since the constant dc-link voltage facilitates the control of the output voltage. Consequently, the ripple component of the output voltage in Case 2...
Table 2. Power and efficiency comparison for the three cases obtained in simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1 (ac voltage with ac-dc converter)</th>
<th>2 (dc voltage with ac-dc converter)</th>
<th>3 (dc voltage without ac-dc converter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Active Power</td>
<td>17.9 W</td>
<td>18.1 W</td>
<td>15.0 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Active Power</td>
<td>14.4 W</td>
<td>14.4 W</td>
<td>14.4 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consists of switching ripple only. It should be noted that the same control strategy was applied in both cases.

3.2. Efficiency Comparison

The previous results compared the voltage and current waveforms of the power grid and the load for the same load being supplied with ac and dc voltages. In this section, Case 3 (load without input ac-dc converter supplied by dc voltage) is also analyzed and compared with the other two cases in terms of efficiency.

Table 2 presents a comparison in terms of input power, output power and efficiency for the three designed cases. Since the load output voltage is the same for the three cases (12 V), as well as the output resistor (10 Ω), the output power is 14.4 W for all the cases. In terms of input active power, i.e., the active power absorbed from the power grid, it should be noted that Case 1 presents a lower value than Case 2 (17.9 W against 18.1 W) and, consequently, a higher efficiency (80.4% against 79.6%). This is justified by the fact that the power losses in the diodes of the ac-dc converter are 1.92 W in Case 1 and 2.32 W in Case 2. However, in Case 1 there is an apparent power of 26.7 VA, corresponding to a power factor of 0.67, which does not exist in Cases 2 and 3, since these are related to dc grids. Nonetheless, the highest efficiency is attained by removing the ac-dc converter (Case 3), resulting in a 96% efficiency for the same load supplied by a dc power grid.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

This section shows the developed experimental setup and the obtained results for the three cases, aiming to corroborate the simulation results. The experimental results were obtained in a similar way to the simulation results, i.e., the three cases were individually analyzed in terms of waveforms and efficiency, with the latter being compared among the cases. However, differently from the simulation results, three different load values were used, aiming to evaluate the three cases with different operating conditions.

The experimental setup used for this study can be seen in Figure 6. In order to step-down the power grid voltage, a 230 V / 30 V transformer was used, and the grid side inductor ($L_g$) present in Figure 1 was not used, since the leakage inductance of the transformer is high enough to smooth the high $di/dt$ of the load current, which is characteristic from the considered type of nonlinear load. Regarding the components that comprise the nonlinear load, the figure shows a diode full-bridge ac-dc converter (Comchip model GBPC5010), a buck dc-dc converter, which is comprised by IGBTs FGA25N120ANTD from the company ON Semiconductor and the respective internal antiparallel diodes, an inductor and a set of capacitors, and, finally, a resistive load. A dc power supply ISO-TECH model IPS2303 was used to emulate the dc power grid. In terms of measurement equipment, a precision wattmeter from the company Zimmer, model LMG95, was used to measure the power values both at the input and at the output of the load. A digital signal generator from the company GWInstek, model SFG-1013, was used to generate the gate signals of the buck dc-dc converter, which in turn was connected to an Avago HCPL3120 driver board in order to drive the IGBT gate. The waveform results were obtained through a Tektronix TPS 2024 digital oscilloscope, and the currents were measured by current probes Fluke i400 s and Prosys CP 35.
4.1. Waveform Comparison

This section shows the obtained results in terms of waveforms for the three cases, using three load values for each case. Each of these results shows the power grid voltage ($v_{g}$), the input current ($i_{i}$), the output voltage ($v_{o}$) and the output current ($i_{o}$). Each of these variables is represented with the subscript _ac for Case 1 and _dc for Cases 2 and 3. The output resistive load ($R_o$) is 26 Ω for the figures listed with (a), 13 Ω for (b) and 8.7 Ω for (c), resulting in output powers of approximately 15 W, 30 W and 45 W, respectively, with a 20 V dc load voltage ($v_{o}$).

Figure 7 shows the obtained results for Case 1 (load supplied by an ac voltage). As referred, a 230 V / 30 V transformer was employed to step-down the power grid voltage in order to emulate a low power rating nonlinear load. It can be seen that the current $i_{e,ac}$ is distorted, as expected, and its $di/dt$ is similar to the one obtained in the simulation results, evidencing that the leakage inductance of the transformer is high enough to limit the $di/dt$ of the load current. The output voltage ($v_{o,ac}$) and current ($i_{o,ac}$) present a slight 100 Hz ripple component due to the open loop control of the buck dc-dc converter, whereby the 5 mH inductor ($L_o$) and the 10 mF capacitor ($C_o$) are the only responsible parts for the ripple reduction.

Figure 8 shows the obtained results for Case 2 (load supplied by a dc voltage). As referred, the dc power grid was emulated by a dc power supply. It can be seen that the current $i_{e,dc}$ has a 20 kHz ripple component, which is due to nature of the buck dc-dc converter. In fact, this ripple is largely attenuated by the 3.28 mF capacitor ($C_{dc}$), otherwise the input current of the buck dc-dc converter would be pulsed. As it can be seen, no visible ripple is presented in the output quantities $v_{o,dc}$ and $i_{o,dc}$.
Figure 9 shows the obtained results for Case 3 (load without input ac-dc converter supplied by dc voltage). The waveforms are very similar to those of Figure 8, but the registered mean values differ essentially in the input current ($i_{L1}$). For the same output power, it can be seen that this current is higher for Case 2 than Case 3, which reflects in a lower input power for the same output power and, hence, a higher efficiency for Case 3, as it can be analyzed in the next section.

4.2. Efficiency Comparison

This section presents the obtained results in terms of efficiency for the operating conditions of the previous sections. For such purpose, a precision wattmeter was used, as aforementioned, measuring values of voltage, current, active power and apparent power, among others. For each case, and for each load, these values were measured both at the input (grid side) and at the output (load side), allowing to determine the efficiency for each situation.

The values registered by the wattmeter for both input and output are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 for Cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Based on these figures, Table 4 shows the calculated efficiency for each case and load, similarly to Table 2 for the simulation results. Comparatively to these results, the experimental efficiency values are slightly lower. Nevertheless, as referred for the simulation results, the focus is to compare the efficiency values along the different cases, and, similarly to the simulation, the highest efficiency is obtained in Case 3. Also in accordance with the simulation are the higher values obtained for Case 1 with respect to Case 2. However, it can be seen that the decrease in efficiency with the increasing output power is more significant for Case 1 than for Case 2 (3.9% efficiency decrease against 2.5%), suggesting that, for higher power values, Case 2 would be more efficient than Case 1. Nonetheless, Case 1 presents a power factor of 0.65 for the $R_0 = 26$ Ohm and 0.79 for the $R_0 = 8.7$ Ohm, while the lowest value of power factor registered for Cases 2 and 3 is 0.995, which is a consequence of the input current ripple of the buck dc-dc converter. Nonetheless, the efficiency values obtained with the experimental setup show a proper match with the efficiency values obtained in the simulation, validating the higher efficiency of Case 3 and, therefore, the convenience of adapt this type of electric load to be supplied only by dc voltages.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented an analysis of a typical nonlinear load used in domestic appliances and its behavior when connected to an ac power grid and to a dc power grid, both with the same rms voltage value. The considered load was a diode full-bridge ac-dc converter followed by a buck dc-dc converter, representing a typical power supply that can be found in computers and battery chargers, among other electronic domestic appliances. Three distinct cases were considered, namely: (1) Load supplied by ac voltage; (2) Load supplied by dc voltage; (3) Load without the input ac-dc converter supplied by dc voltage. Simulation models were developed considering realistic database models of the power semiconductors used in this
type of load, and the attained simulation results aimed to perform a comparison in terms of voltage and current waveforms, and efficiency. This comparison based in simulations was feasible due to the use of the database models of the power semiconductors. An experimental setup was assembled in order to perform the comparison with real operating conditions, and the obtained results matched the simulation results. It was seen that efficiency can be significantly improved (from 80% to around 90%) in a dc power grid by simply removing the input ac-dc converter of the analyzed type of nonlinear load (Case 3). This fact corroborates the feasibility of dc smart homes and dc grids, making them more suitable, not only from the low and medium power renewable energy generation and from energy storage systems point of view, but also from the perspective of the vast majority of domestic appliances.
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Table 4. Power and efficiency comparison for the three cases obtained with the experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Power</th>
<th>(ac voltage with ac-dc converter)</th>
<th>(dc voltage with ac-dc converter)</th>
<th>(dc voltage without ac-dc converter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 W</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 W</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 W</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>89.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>